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This work is concerned with the asymptotic behavior of homogeneous and non-
homogeneous parabolic equations arising from one-dimensional null-recurrent dif-
fusion processes. First, we review the concepts of regularity, recurrence, and
positive recurrence of Markov processes and recall the connections of these con-
cepts with properties of solutions of the corresponding differential equations. Next,
we examine the rate of convergence of the solutions of both homogeneous and
nonhomogeneous parabolic equations when the initial function and the forcing
function are integrable with respect to the invariant measure. Weaker and verifiable
conditions compared with the existing work in the literature are obtained. Then the
corresponding problems when the initial and forcing functions are not integrable
with respect to the invariant measure are dealt with. Convergence under suitable
scaling for the solutions of the parabolic equations is proved, and the explicit limit
is obtained.  2000 Academic Press
Key Words: parabolic equation; homogeneous equation; nonhomogeneous
equation; asymptotic property; diffusion; null recurrence.
1. INTRODUCTION
The main goal of this work is to present new results concerning the
asymptotic behavior of u(x, t) and v(x, t), the solutions of the Cauchy
problems for the parabolic homogeneous equation
u
t
=L(x) u, (x, t) # R_R+ ,
(1)
u(x, 0)=.(x), x # R,
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and for the nonhomogeneous equation
v
t
=L(x) v+ f (x), (x, t) # R_R+ ,
(2)
v(x, 0)=.(x), x # R,
where L(x) is a differential operator of the form
L(x)=a(x)
2
x2
+b(x)

x
. (3)
For general results on differential equations, the reader is referred to [9,
16] among others.
There is a vast literature devoted to the stabilization of parabolic equa-
tions. To mention just a few, we cite the work [1, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 17, 18].
Recall that a solution of (1) is said to be stabilizable at a point x, if
limt   u(x, t)=l(x) exists. In [1, 17], the authors obtained necessary and
sufficient conditions for (1) of an n-dimensional problem with a self-adjoint
operator L given by
L= :
n
i, j=1

xi \aij (x, t)

x j+ .
Their result reads: For a nonnegative initial function .(x), the solution
u(x, t) of the parabolic equation is stabilizable iff the initial data has a
mean value, i.e.,
lim
Y  
1
Y |
Y
0
.(x) dx=. . (4)
Nevertheless, in virtually all the papers mentioned above, a crucial condi-
tion used is that the matrix-valued function (aij (x, t)) is bounded and the
operator (t)&L verifies a uniform parabolicity condition.
In this paper, we consider a one-dimension problem (n=1). But we do
not have any restriction on the coefficients except the requirement that
infx # Kc a(x)>0 for any compact set Kc # R and that all coefficients are
locally Lipschitz. It can be seen that in this case, the limit u(t, x) as t  
is not necessarily a constant. The problem under consideration is closely
connected with properties of suitable diffusion processes with generator
L(x), given by the stochastic differential equation
dX(t)=b(X(t)) dt+- 2a(X(t)) dW(t)
(5)
X(0)=x,
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where a( } ) and b( } ) are appropriate functions, W( } ) is a standard
Brownian motion. In what follows, we often denote the solution of (5) by
Xx(t) that emphasizes the dependence on the initial data. The solutions of
(1) and (2) admit a stochastic representation
u(x, t)=E.(Xx(t)), (6)
and
v(x, t)=E.(Xx(t))+E |
t
0
f (X x(s)) ds, (7)
where E denotes the expectation; see [3] for a derivation. It is well known
that the asymptotic behavior of (1) and (2) is closely related to the proper-
ties of the corresponding diffusion processes mentioned above. The study of
the large-time behavior of the diffusion processes is naturally divided into
transient, positive recurrent, and null-recurrent cases. The current paper is
devoted to the less known but important and most interesting case of
null-recurrent processes.
To proceed, let us recall some concepts and results for one-dimensional
time-homogeneous Markov diffusion processes first. The proofs (and the
multidimensional case) can be found in [3, 5, 6, 13]. Throughout the
paper, we assume that a( } ) and b( } ) satisfy local Lipschitz condition in the
variable x (see [13, p. 84]), and a(x)>0 for each x # R.
1. Regularity. The process Xx( } ) defined in (5) is regular (or non-
explosive) if for any T<,
P( sup
0tT
|Xx(t)|=)=0.
It is well known that the regularity of Xx0 (t) for some x0 # R implies that
for any x # R. Necessary and sufficient condition for regularity can be
derived explicitly as follows. Denote
p(x)=
1
a(x)
and w(x)=exp \&|
x
0
b( y) p( y) dy+ . (8)
The process Xx(t) is regular iff
|
\
0
dz |
z
0
p( y) w(z) w&1 ( y) dy=. (9)
In fact, the regularity also has implication andor interpretation for the
corresponding Cauchy problems. It means that (1) and (2) have unique
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bounded solutions for any bounded and continuous functions f (x) and
.(x), respectively. From now on, we suppose (9) holds. That is, we work
with regular processes. To proceed, we recall the concept of recurrence,
which was originated in [15] for discrete-time Markov chains with
countable-state space. The corresponding treatment for diffusion processes
can be found in [3, 5, 13].
2. Recurrence. Denote
{xU=inf[t; X
x(t) # U]. (10)
A regular process Xx( } ) given by (5) is recurrent with respect to an open
domain U with compact closure or U-recurrent if P[{xU<]=1 for any
x # U c (the complement of U). It is well known that if a regular process
with a(x)>0 is U-recurrent for some open domain U with compact
closure, then it is recurrent with respect to all nonempty open sets with
compact closure in R. A necessary and sufficient condition of recurrence is
|
\
0
w(x) dx=\. (11)
A diffusion X x(t) that is not recurrent is called transient or nonrecurrent.
Assume that Xx(t) is transient. Then
P( lim
t  
X x(t)=\)=?\ (x),
where
?+ (x)=\|

&
w( y) dy+
&1
|

x
w( y) dy,
and
?& (x)=\|

&
w( y) dy+
&1
|
x
&
w( y) dy.
In the above, we have used the convention =1. If we also assume
limx  \ .(x)=.\ , it follows from (6) that u(x, t), the solution of the
homogeneous problem (1) satisfies
lim
t  
u(x, t)=?+ (x) .++?& (x) .& .
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Likewise, it follows from (7) that if f (x)  f\ as x  \, then v(x, t), the
solution of the nonhomogeneous problem (2), satisfies
lim
t  
v(x, t)
t
=?+ (x) f++?& (x) f& .
As a result, the asymptotic behavior for both problems (1) and (2) is well
understood for the transient case.
3. Positive Recurrence. A recurrent process with finite mean recurrence
time for some bounded set is said to be positive recurrent; otherwise, the
process is null recurrent. That is, Xx(t) is positive recurrent with respect to
some bounded domain U if
E{xU< for all x # U
c, (12)
where {xU is defined in (10). It is well known that for a(x)>0, positive
recurrence with respect to some nonempty open set U with compact
closure implies positive recurrence with respect to any nonempty open set
U. A necessary and sufficient condition of positive recurrence for one-
dimensional diffusion processes is (see [3, 5, 13])
|

&
p(x) w&1 (x) dx<. (13)
The positive recurrence guarantees the existence of a unique stationary
distribution of the diffusion process with density of the form
+(x)=
p(x) w&1 (x)
& p(x) w
&1 (x) dx
. (14)
Moreover, the ergodic theorem allows us to obtain the following result (see
[13] for a proof together with generalization to multidimensional case).
Theorem 1.1. 1. If (13) holds and & |.(x)| +(x) dx<, the solu-
tion of the homogeneous problem (1) possesses the following asymptotic
property
lim
t  
u(x, t)=|

&
.(x) +(x) dx. (15)
2. Analogously, for any bounded .(x), if & | f (x)| +(x) dx<, the
solution of (2) satisfies
lim
t  
v(x, t)
t
=|

&
f (x) +(x) dx. (16)
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Remark 1.2. More precisely, only the first assertion was proved in [13]
since the second one is an easy consequence of the first one. In fact, in view
of (6) and (7), one may use the following relation between the solutions of
(1) and (2)
v(x, t)=u(x, t)+|
t
0
u1 (x, s) ds, (17)
where u1 (x, t) is the solution of the problem
u1
t
=L(x) u1 ; u1 (x, 0)= f (x).
In what follows, we will use this relation frequently without notice.
It follows from the discussion above that for diffusion processes,
asymptotic behavior of solutions of (1) and (2) for positive-recurrent and
transient cases are well understood. However, our understanding to the
corresponding results for null-recurrent cases is only limited. Some results
were obtained in [13, Chap. 7]. It was proved that for any .(x) having a
compact support, the solution of the Cauchy problem (1) satisfies
u(x, t)  0 as t   [13, Lemma 4.9.2]. The questions of crucial impor-
tance include: What is the rate of convergence? What is the behavior of
u(x, t) and v(x, t) when .(x) and f (x) are not integrable with respect to the
invariant measure? To answer these questions is the main goal of the
current work. Our effort is devoted to one-dimensional diffusion processes;
the hope is that much of the subsequent development can be generalized to
multidimensional case.
Our main interest can be phrased as: Figure out the large time behavior
of u(x, t) and v(x, t). To be more specific, assuming that .( } ) and f ( } ) are
integrable with respect to the invariant measure, what are the rates of con-
vergence for the solutions of (1) and (2)? If .( } ) and f ( } ) are not integrable
with respect to the invariant measure, can we still obtain convergence
under suitable scaling? If the limit exists, can we find it? The results can be
useful for analyzing various problems involving two-time scale, singularly
perturbed systems and applications of the averaging principle (see, e.g.,
[12, 14] and the references therein).
Focusing on processes that do not possess finite invariant measures, the
rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 presents convergence rate
of u(x, t) when .(x) and f (x) are integrable with respect to the invariant
measure. The sufficient conditions obtained are much weaker than those
appeared in the literature and are easily verifiable (cf. [13]). Section 3
treats the more difficult cases where .(x) and f (x) are not integrable with
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respect to the invariant measure. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper
with some further remarks.
2. CONVERGENCE RATE OF u AND v: INTEGRABLE . AND f
Using the approach of [13], define a cycle as the portion of the path of
a diffusion process X(t) beginning at x=0 and extending up to the first
time of returning to zero after x=1 is visited. Denote by {n the time at
which the nth cycle ends with {0=0. Let &(T ) be the number of cycles
completed up to time T, i.e.,
&(T )=max {n, :
n
k=0
{kT= . (18)
Then
‘(T ) =def |
T
0
.(X(t)) dt= :
&(T )
k=0
’k+|
T
{&(T)
.(X(t)) dt, (19)
where
’n=|
{n
{n&1
.(X(t)) dt. (20)
Since X(t) is recurrent, without loss of generality, we may assume X(0)=0.
It follows that [’n] is a sequence of independent and identically distributed
random variables. Define the length of the cycle as !n={n&{n&1 . Then
[!n] is also a sequence of independent and identically distributed random
variables with E!n= (due to the null recurrence).
The discussion to follow is divided into two subsections. We first study
operators with only the second order terms, and then we proceed to obtain
further extensions for more general operators.
2.1. Operator with Only the Second-Order Term
We begin with (1) where the operator is given by
L(x)= p&1 (x)
2
x2
. (21)
The corresponding Cauchy problem is given by
u
t
= p&1 (x)
2u
x2
, u(x, 0)=.(x). (22)
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To proceed, we state a proposition, whose proof can be found in [13,
pp. 146-148]. In what follows, as usual, the notation f (T )tg(T) as T  
means that limT   f (T)g(T)=1. We need the following condition.
(A1) One of the following conditions holds:
(i) The function p( } ) satisfies
|

&
p(x) dx=, (23)
| p(x) |.(x)| dx< and . p =def | p(x) .(x) dx{0. (24)
(ii) Equation (23) holds, .(x) is bounded, and
| p(x) | f (x)| dx< and f p =def | p(x) f (x) dx{0. (25)
Proposition 2.1. Suppose L(x) is given by (21), and suppose the dis-
tribution of the length of a single cycle !n belongs to the domain of attraction
of a stable law with exponent :<1 and distribution function G: ( } ) such that
P(!nT)tcT &:, as T  , (26)
for some c>0.
1. If (A1)(i) holds, then for the homogeneous problem (1)
1
T : |
T
0
u(x, t) dt 
. p
c1(1+:) 1(1&:)
as T  . (27)
2. If (A1)(ii) holds, then for the nonhomogeneous problem (2)
v(x, T )
T :

f p
c1(1+:) 1(1&:)
as T  . (28)
In Proposition 2.1, condition (26) is crucial. In [13], some sufficient
conditions for (26) were provided. These conditions are somewhat com-
plex, and not easily verifiable. Our objective here is to relax these condi-
tions and to treat more general operators. Assume the following condition
holds.
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(A2) There exist constants ;>&1, p~ + , and p~ & satisfying
p~ ++p~ &>0, such that
lim
T  \
1
T |
T
0
|x| &; p(x) dx=p~ \ . (29)
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that (A2) is satisfied and :=1(2+;). Then
P(!n>T )t
:2: (p~ :++p~
:
&)
1(1+:)
T &:, as T  .
Proof. As was noted in [13], the length !n of the n th cycle is equal to
the sum of two independent random variables ‘0n and ‘
1
n , namely the
lengths of the half cycles, representing the total time that the process
X(t) starting from 1 (resp. 0) reaches x=0 (resp. 1). Moreover,
u*, 0 (1)=E exp(&*‘0n) is the value (at x=1) of the bounded solution (in
the domain x>0) of the problem
d 2u*, 0
dx2
&*p(x) u*, 0=0, u*, 0 (0)=1. (30)
Similarly, u*, 1 (0)=E exp(&*‘1n) is the value (at x=0) of the bounded
solution (in the domain x<1) of the problem
d 2u*, 1
dx2
&*p(x) u*, 1=0, u*, 1 (1)=1. (31)
Note that
0<u*, i (x)1. (32)
The equation !n=‘0n+‘
1
n and the independence of ‘
i
n for i=0, 1 imply
l(*)=E exp(&*!n)=u*, 0 (0) u*, 1 (1). (33)
Therefore, to establish asymptotic property of l(*) as *  0, it is sufficient
to find asymptotic behavior of the problems (30) and (31) as *  0.
Making substitutions x=z*: and U*, i (z)=u*, i (z*:) and using
1&2:=:; lead to
d 2U*, i (z)
dz2
&*:;p \ z*:+ U*, i (z)=0. (34)
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Upon using (29), (32), and (34), for a fixed z0>0 and h>0, we have
} dU*, i (z0+h)dz &
dU*, i (z0)
dz }
=*:; |
z0+h
z0
p(x*&:) U*, i (x) dx
*:; |
z0+h
z0
p(x*&:)
|x*&:|;
|x*&:|; dx
max(z;0 , |z0+h|
;) *: |
(z0+h) *
&:
z0*
&:
p(x)
|x|;
dx
K max(z;0 , |z0+h|
;) h+\* (h, z0), (35)
where \* (h, z0)  0 uniformly in h>0 as *  0. Note that in the above and
hereafter K is a generic positive constant; its values may be different for
different appearances.
It is also important to study the increment of (ddz) U*, 0 at z0=0. In
fact,
}dU*, 0 (h)dz &
dU*, 0 (0)
dz }*:; |
h
0
p(x*&:) dx=A(*, h).
Let 0<h*:. Then A(*, h)K*:;h. Choosing #<1 satisfying the
inequality #+;>0 (recalling that ;>&1), we arrive at
A(*, h)K*:(#+;)h1&#Kh1&#.
Next let h>*:, and ;<0. By virtue of (29),
A(*, h)=*:; \|
*:
0
p(x*&:) dx+|
h
*:
p(x*&:) dx+
K*:;+:+*:; |
h
*:
p(x*&:)
|x*&:|;
dxch1+;.
It is clear that the same inequality also holds for h>*:, ;0.
It follows from the above argument that [U*, 0 (z)] and [(ddz) U*, 0 (z)]
are uniformly (in *) bounded on any compact subset of R+=[z; z0].
Using this fact together with (35), similar to the proof of AscoliArzela
Lemma, we can extract convergent subsequence [U*n , 0 ( } )] and obtain
[(ddz) U*n , 0 ( } )] such that the subsequences converge uniformly on any
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compact set to U0, 0 ( } ) and (ddz) U0, 0 ( } ), respectively. Using the integral
mean value theorem, we obtain
dU*n , 0 (z0+h)
dz
&
dU*n , 0 (z0)
dz
=z;0 |
z0+h
z0 \
z
*:n+
&;
p(z*&:n ) dz U*n , 0 (z0)+o(h)
as h  0. Make a change of variable z*:n=x leading to
dU*n , 0 (z0+h)
dz
&
dU*n , 0 (z0)
dz
=z;0 *
:
n |
(z0+h)*
:
n
z0 *
:
n
x&;p(x) dx U*n , 0 (z0)+o(h).
Sending *n  0 and using (A2) yield
dU0, 0 (z0+h)
dz
&
dU0, 0 (z0)
dz
=z;0 p~ + U0, 0 (z0) h+o(h).
Letting h  0, and noting that z0 is arbitrary, we obtain the following limit
differential equation
d 2U0, 0 (z)
dz2
&z;p~ + U0, 0 (z)=0, for z>0. (36)
Equation (36) has a unique bounded solution satisfying the initial condi-
tion U0, 0 (0)=1. This yields that for any A>0, the limits
lim
*  0
U*, 0 (z)=U0, 0 (z), lim
*  0
dU*, 0 (z)
dz
=
dU0, 0 (z)
dz
, (37)
uniformly on [0, A] and the solution is precisely the solution of (36) with
initial condition U0, 0 (0)=1. Using the same argument as in [13, p. 148],
one can deduce that
dU0, 0 (0)
dz
=&c: p~ :+ , with c:=
:2:1(1&:)
1(1+:)
. (38)
By virtue of (37) and (38), as *  0,
u*, 0 (1)=U*, 0 (*:)=1&c: p~ :+*
:+o(*:). (39)
Analogously as *  0,
u*, 1 (0)=U*, 1 (*:)=1&c: p~ :&*
:+o(*:). (40)
Owing to the definition of l(*) in (33),
l(*)=1&c: (p~ :&+p~
:
+) *
:+o(*:), as *  0. (41)
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By virtue of the Tauberian theorem (see [6, Vol. II, p. 418]), (41) implies
the desired result. The proof of the theorem is completed. K
Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 yield the following theorem, which is
precisely the rate of convergence result we wish to prove.
Theorem 2.3 Assume (A2) holds, and the operator L(x) is given by (21).
1. If (A1)(i) holds, then the solution of (1) satisfies
1
T : |
T
0
u(x, t) dt 
. p
:2: (p~ :++p~
:
&) 1(1&:)
as T  . (42)
2. If (A1)(ii) holds, then the solution v(x, t) of the nonhomogeneous
problem (2) satisfies
v(x, T )
T :

f p
:2: (p~ :++p~
:
&) 1(1&:)
as T  . (43)
2.2. Diffusion with Drift
The result obtained in Theorem 2.3 can be easily generalized to the case
of a null-recurrent diffusion with a drift, i.e., the operator (3) includes a
first order term. In view of (13), the null recurrence indicates that (11)
holds and
|

&
p(x) w&1 (x) dx=. (44)
Note that the function +(x)= p(x) w&1 (x) is the density of the invariant
(_-finite) measure for X(t). By using the canonical coordinate given in [3],
defining
y(x)=|
x
0
w(z) dz, (45)
the operator (3) can be rewritten as
L( y)=
1
p(x( y))
w2 (x( y))
2
y2
,
where x( y) is the inverse of y given in (45). Thus the condition (A2) for the
operator (3) can be written in the following form.
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(A3) There exist constants ;> &1 and m~ \ satisfying m~ ++m~ &>0,
such that
|
Y
0 } |
x
0
w(‘) d‘ }
&;
+(x) dx
|
Y
0
w(x) dx
 m~ \ as Y  \. (46)
Making substitution (45) in (1) and (2) and using Theorem 2.3, we
arrive at the following results.
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that the operator L(x) is given by (3), conditions
(11) and (44) are satisfied, (A3) holds, and :=1(2+;).
1. If in addition, (A1)(i) holds with p(x) and . p replaced by +(x) and
. , respectively, (that is,
|

&
.(x) +(x) dx=. {0, (47)
and the convergence takes places absolutely), then as T  , the solution
u(x, t) of (1) with operator (3) satisfies
1
T : |
T
0
u(x, t) dt 
.
:2: (m~ :++m~
:
&) 1(1&:)
. (48)
2. Suppose (A1) (ii) holds with p(x), .(x), and . p replaced by +(x),
f (x), and f , respectively. That is,
|

&
f (x) +(x) dx= f {0 (49)
and the convergence takes places absolutely. Then the solution v(x, t) of (2)
satisfies
v(x, T)
T :

f
:2: (m~ :++m~
:
&) 1(1&:)
as T  . (50)
3. LIMIT RESULTS FOR NONINTEGRABLE . AND f
This section focuses on null-recurrent diffusions where f (x) and .(x) are
not integrable with respect to the invariant measure.
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In the previous section, (47) and (49) are crucial conditions. If, for
instance .(x)=c{0, the solution of (1) is equal to c for all t>0. Our goal
here is to derive the limit results in the sense of Cesa ro for u(x, t) the solu-
tion of the homogeneous problem and to obtain the limit for v(x, T )T as
T  . To proceed, we state the main theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that the operator L(x) has the form (3), and (11),
(44), and (46) are satisfied.
1. If in addition,
|
Y
0
.(z) } |
z
0
w(!) d! }
&;
+(z) dz
|
Y
0 } |
z
0
w(!) d! }
&;
+(z) dz
 . \ as Y  \, (51)
where 2:+;=1, then the solution of (1) converges in the Cesa ro sense,
1
T |
T
0
u(x, t) dt 
. &m~ :&+. +m~
:
+
m~ :&+m~
:
+
as T  . (52)
2. If .(x) is bounded and
|
Y
0
f (z) } |
z
0
w(!) d! }
&;
+(z) dz
|
Y
0 } |
z
0
w(!) d! }
&;
+(z) dz
 f \ as Y  \, (53)
then the solution v(x, t) of (2) possesses the property
v(x, T )
T

f &m~ :&+ f +m~
:
+
m~ :&+m~
:
+
as T  . (54)
Proof. The proof is divided into three steps. Step 1. Consider (21),
under (29), (51), (53). Taking the Laplace transform
U* (x)=|

0
exp(&*t) u(x, t) dt (55)
in (1), we arrive at
d 2U* (x)
dx2
& p(x) *U* (x)=&p(x) .(x). (56)
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Define v* (x)=*U* (x). We obtain
d 2v* (x)
dx2
&*p(x) v* (x)=&*p(x) .(x). (57)
By virtue of the maximum principle for (1),
|u(x, t)|sup
x
|.(x)| =def K0 .
As a result,
|v* (x)|sup
x
|.(x)| |

0
* exp(&*t) dtK0 . (58)
Similar to Section 2, making substitution x=z*: and V* (z)=v* (z*:)
in (57) yields
d 2V* (z)
dz2
=*:; \p \ z*:+ V* (z)& p \
z
*:+ . \
z
*:++ . (59)
Using exactly the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we can
prove that [V* ( } )] and [(ddz) V* ( } )] are uniformly (in *) bounded and
equicontinuous on the set |z|c for any c>0.
Now, rewrite (59) as
1
|z|;
d 2V* (z)
dz2
=
p \ z*:+
} z*: }
; \V* (z)&. \ z*:++
since 1&2:&:;=0. In view of (21), (46), and (51) take the forms
1
x |
x
0
p( y) | y| &; dy  p~ \ ,
|
x
0
.( y) p( y) | y| &; dy
|
x
0
p( y) | y|&; dy
 . \ ,
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as x  \. Recall that p~ ++p~ &>0. As in the previous case, we conclude
that as *  0, V* (z) converges to V0 (z) uniformly on each compact set,
and V0 (z) is the unique bounded solution of
d 2V0 (z)
dz2
&z; p~ + (V0 (z)&. +)=0, for z>0, (60)
and
d 2V0 (z)
dz2
&|z|; p~ & (V0 (z)&. &)=0, for z<0. (61)
Note that V0 (z) and (ddz) V0 (z) are both continuous at z=0. Denote by
Z; the unique bounded solution (for z>0) of the homogeneous problem
d 2Z; (z)
dz2
&z;Z; (z)=0,
(62)
Z; (0)=1.
Note that (ddz) Z; (0)<0. It follows that any bounded solution of the
nonhomogeneous equation (60) can be written as
V+ (z)=c+Z; (p~ :+z)+. + .
Likewise, for z<0, any bounded solution of (61) can be written as
V& (z)=c& Z; (&p~ :&z)+. & .
These expressions together with the conditions
V+ (0)=V& (0), and (ddz) V+ (0)=(ddz) V& (0)
allow us to find
c+=
[. &&. +] p~ :&
p~ :&+p~
:
+
c&=
[. +&. &] p~ :+
p~ :&+p~
:
+
,
respectively. As a result,
lim
*  0
*U* (x)=V0 (0)=
p~ :&. &+p~
:
+. +
p~ :++p~
:
&
. (63)
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In view of the Tauberian Theorem, for U* ( } ) defined by (55),
lim
T  0
1
T |
T
0
u(x, t) dt=
p~ :&. &+p~
:
+. +
p~ :++p~
:
&
.
Step 2. For the solution v(x, t) of the nonhomogeneous problem (2)
with operator L(x) given by (21), Remark 1.2 yields (54).
Step 3. Consider both u(x, t) and v(x, t) where the operator L(x) is of
the form (3). By use of the canonical coordinate (45) (see Section 2), this
case can be reduced to that of (21). We can now apply the results of Steps
1 and 2 to conclude the proof. The desired results for both u(x, t) and
v(x, t) thus follows. K
Remark 3.2. In [13, Theorem 4.11.1], the limit behavior of the prob-
ability distribution of the random variable ‘(T)=T0 (X
x(t)) dt was con-
sidered for null-recurrent diffusions with operator (21) and for a function
( } ) satisfying suitable conditions. Such an approach can be extended to
treat null-recurrent operators (3) under weaker conditions.
Recall that G: (x) is the probability distribution function of the stable
law with exponent :<1 such that
| exp(&sx) dG: (x)=exp(&s:).
Assume that (11), (44), and (46) are satisfied. Assume in addition that
|

&
(z) +(z) w&1 (z) dz =def  {0,
and the improper integral converges absolutely. As in the aforementioned
reference, we can show that
‘(T )
T :
=
’1+ } } } +’&(T )
&(T)
&(T )
T :
+
1
T : |
T
{&(T )
(X(t)) dt, (64)
where {n is as defined in Section 2, and &(T ) and ’n are as defined in (18)
and (20), respectively. By virtue of the techniques as in [13], we can show
that
1
T : |
T
{&(T)
(X(t)) dt  0 in probability.
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Since [’n] is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables,
1
&(T )
:
&(T )
k=0
’k  E’1 with probability 1 as T  .
Using similar argument as in [13], the limit E’1= . It then follows from
(11.6), Lemma 10.2 and Lemma 10.3 of [13], for any x # R, as T  ,
P \
T
0 (X(t)) dt
 T :
<
x1(1+:)
:2: (m~ :++m~
:
&) 1(1&:)+ 1&G: (x&1:).
Remark 3.3. It is interesting to note that we do not have convergence
of u(x, t) for t   in general even for bounded initial function .( } ). That
is, even for bounded initial functions, the solution of the parabolic equation
may not be stabilizable. The following demonstration is such an example.
Consider the heat equation in R,
u
t
=
1
2
2u
x2
, u(x, 0)=.(x).
It is well known that the solution is given by
u(x, t)=
1
- 2?t |

&
exp \&(x& y)
2
2t + .( y) dy
=
1
- 2? |

&
exp \&z
2
2 + .(x+- tz) dz. (65)
For sufficiently large N, define
.( y)={+1, for N
2k&1<| y|<N 2k+1, k is even,
&1, for N 2k&1<| y|<N 2k+1, k is odd.
It follows from (65) that u(0, tn) is close to +1 for tn=N4n, with
n=1, 2, ..., and close to &1 for tn=N2(2n+1). As was mentioned in the
introduction, the condition (4) is often necessary and sufficient for
stabilization of (1) with a self-adjoint operator L (see, for example, [17; 1,
Theorem 4]).
4. FURTHER REMARKS
In this work, we have focused on asymptotic behavior of homogeneous and
nonhomogeneous parabolic equations arising from null-recurrent diffusions.
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Although the motivation is from a probabilistic point of view, the analysis
depends mainly on properties of the corresponding differential equations.
Under suitable conditions, we derive the asymptotic properties of the
processes, and obtain rate of convergence results related to a stable law.
The conditions appeared in the literature have been weakened. In addition,
a more difficult situation where the initial function and the forcing function
are not integrable with respect to the density of an invariant (_-finite)
measure is treated. Not only can the results obtained help us to get a better
understanding of the asymptotic properties of the parabolic equations, but
also they lead to a better understanding of the underlying null-recurrent
diffusion processes. These results also enable us to investigate various
singularly perturbed systems arising from many applications.
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